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05 Reseller Portal
A tool for onboarding and managing your Poynt merchants
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Reseller Portal Overview

01 Live Merchant and Pending Merchant lists 

02 Manage merchant

03 Add merchant

04 Manage team members

05 Edit my org

06 Manage terminal

07 Assigning roles to team members
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From the “Live merchants” tab, you 
can view a list of all live merchants 
and see icons and sort by status of 
merchants including:

- Last Checkin
- Last Transaction
- Last Settlement
- Last Decline

You can filter Live merchant list by 
Last Transaction, Last Settlement, or 
Last Decline.

You can click into any merchant to 
Manage Merchant information.

Reseller Portal: Live merchants
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From the “Pending merchants” tab, 
you can view a list of your newly 
onboarded merchants and track status 
of merchant terminal activation.

You can click into any merchant to 
Manage Merchant information.

You can click on links under ‘Status’ to 
continue the activation and 
deployment process.

Verified: Get the terminal ready by 
activating and running test 
transactions

Ready to Ship: Enter shipping tracking 
information to update status to 
Shipped

Live: Once merchant runs > $1, status 
will update to Live.

Reseller Portal: Pending merchants
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Reseller Portal: Manage Merchant
Clicking on a Merchant allows you to view 
details on the merchant account including:

● Edit Business info
● Edit Store info
● View all terminals for the business
● Track status of terminals 

Also on the Vital info tab, you can:
● Add Additional Terminals (TIDs) for 

the merchant account
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Reseller Portal: Manage Merchant (cont.)

Continuing on to the next tab in Manage 
Merchant view - Terminal users:

You can also:
● Reset the passcode for Terminal users

This allows people who have forgotten their 
passcode to log in to the Poynt terminal to 
have a new passcode created.
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Reseller Portal: Manage Merchant (cont.)

Continuing on to the next tab in Manage 
Merchant view - Web users:

You can also:
● Resend a previously invited web 

user’s invitation to create a 
poynt.net HQ login account

This allows the merchant who previously forgot 
to accept their web invitation and create their 
login and password to poynt.net HQ.

● Create a new web invitation email 
if the merchant wants to add 
additional web users
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Reseller Portal: Manage Merchant (cont.)

Continuing on to the next tab in 
Manage Merchant view - 
Transactions:

You can also:
● View the merchant’s 

transaction list

This allows your support team 
members to view the merchant’s 
transaction history.
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Reseller Portal: Manage Merchant (cont.)

Continuing on to the next tab in 
Manage Merchant view - Reports:

You can also:
● View the merchant’s 

previously generated reports

This allows your support team 
members to view the merchant’s 
detailed reports in various formats 
(html, pdf, xls).
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Reseller Portal: Test merchant

Clicking on Test Merchant allows you to create 
Test Accounts for Sales agents. Test Accounts will 
support transaction testing only in a simulated test 
environment.  This allows Sales agents ability to 
demonstrate not only test transactions but also the 
Poynt.net HQ experience as a merchant.

Click on ‘Create Test Merchant’ to set up a Test 
Account.  You can optionally check the box to also 
create a test Product Catalog so the Sales agent 
can demo Register App.

12Please note: Poynt Terminals activated for Test Merchant accounts only need to be loaded with test keys; contact Sales to arrange devices for testing/demo purposes 
only.



Reseller Portal: Test merchant (cont.)

Test Merchant accounts can be managed much 
like Live merchants where you can Edit 
Business info (ie tip-enablement, 
auto-settlement time).  

You can create Terminal user logins for sales 
agents to log in to the device.

You can also add Sales agents email addresses 
as “Web users” so they can log in as if they 
were a merchant.

Once Sales agents create their poynt.net 
account, they can log in to the web OR to Poynt 
HQ smartphone app to demo the features 
within.

13Please note: Poynt Terminals activated for Test Merchant accounts only need to be loaded with test keys; contact Sales to arrange devices for testing/demo purposes 
only.



Reseller Portal: Add merchant

Clicking on Add Merchant begins the onboarding 
or enrollment process where an agent will enter 
specific fields of information to create the merchant 
account in Poynt.

Merchant onboarding collects information on 3 
tabs:

- Merchant info
- Processor info
- Store info

We’ll review the Onboarding steps in the next 
section.
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Reseller Portal: Manage Team members

The Reseller can view, add, and 
remove users from access to 
their Reseller Portal account.

We recommend separate 
accounts for each agent so 
actions taken on the site can be 
matched with specific people for 
audit purposes. You can see this 
in Action History.

You can also assign permission 
roles to your team members:

- Admin control the 
reseller account

- Support can view 
merchant and 
troubleshoot terminals

- Agent can onboard new 
merchants
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Reseller Portal: Edit my org
Clicking on Edit my org allows you to edit 
details for your Reseller account including:

● Reseller name
● Reseller main contact email
● Other optional information:

○ Reseller website
○ Description about you

● Deployment email alias - allows Poynt to 
notify you during merchant onboarding 
steps

● Support phone & email - your reseller 
support phone number and email for 
merchants to contact you
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On the “Terminals” tab, you can:
● View terminals’ statuses - Last 

Checkin, Battery Level, Last 
Transaction icons

Clicking on a terminal allows you to:
● Force Checkin - allows your support 

agent to determine if the terminal is 
online and connected

● Data Sync - forces the device to sync 
with any updates made on poynt.net

● Grab Screen - allows your support 
agent to grab screenshots to see what 
the merchant is seeing on the terminal

● Ping Terminal  - allows your support 
agent to send beeping sounds to help 
merchant find where their terminal is

Reseller Portal: Manage Terminal
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User permission roles for your 
team members - Admin users:

> control the reseller account
> can configure the specific 
permissions allowable to each 
role type
> have access to all views 
> can create new team member 
logins
> can assign/edit users’ roles 

Reseller Portal: Assigning Roles to team members



Admin users (cont.):

> can configure the specific 
permissions allowed for each 
role (admin, support, agent):

> specifically allow or disallow 
certain functions for each role

> customize the view/edit 
permissions for each role 

Reseller Portal: Assigning Permissions to Roles

Default role permissions



Reseller Portal: Assigning Roles to team members
Default user permission roles for 
your team members - Support 
users:

> can view/manage merchant 
accounts

> have basic terminal 
management functions

- Force checkin
- Data Sync
- Grab Screen
- Ping Terminal
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(Continued) Default user permission roles for your 
team members - Support users:

> Can View and Manage merchant accounts

1. Edit Business and Edit Store information 
(address, email, phone) as well as Business 
Settings - auto-settlement time, tip-enable, 
set skip signature amount, edit reporting 
notification email

2. Reset Terminal User PIN Codes (If a terminal 
user forgot their PIN code)

3. Resend Web user invitation emails (This 
allows merchant to create poynt.net logins.)

4. View Transactions
5. View Reports - Settlements, Transactions, 

Item Sales

Reseller Portal: Assigning Roles to team members
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Reseller Portal: Assigning Roles to team members
Default user permission roles for your team members - Agent users:
> can onboard new merchants
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06 Deployment
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Deployment

01 Fulfillment and Key Injection

02 Merchant Registration 

03 Device Activation

04 Testing & Shipment

05 Merchant Onboarding 
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01 Fulfillment & Key Injection
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Fulfillment: Ordering Terminals 
Orders can be made through our distribution partner, POS Portal. 

To order additional terminals, please contact Poynt Sales Team at sales@poynt.com 
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Fulfillment
POS Portal will manage the key injection process. 

Equipment Bulk Sales Channel 

1. POS Portal distributes directly to ISOs, Agents, & VARs.

2. They inject keys in the terminal, but they do not program, activate, or test the terminals. 

3. They ship it directly to Resellers and the Resellers will activate the terminals. 
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02 Merchant Registration
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Resellers will need to onboard each merchant from their Poynt Reseller account. 

Step 1: Add merchant at https://poynt.net/addbusiness

Step 2: Submit merchant for approval

Step 3: Activate merchant  

Merchant Registration
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Add merchant.

Add a new merchant by clicking on 
Add merchant option (left menu) 

For each merchant, you will need to 
enter the Business, Processor and 
Terminal information.

Note: Search pulls from the Google Places API to 
help you more easily complete the form.

Merchant Registration: Add merchant
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Add merchant business 
information.

To get started, input the new 
merchant’s contact email, phone 
number, and address.
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Merchant Registration: Business information



Merchant Registration: Processor information

Add merchant processor 
information (see next slide).

Complete the required processor 
information for the new merchant.

Select industry type (retail or restaurant)

(Select applicable card type entitlements 
- varies by processor requirements.)

Configure whether merchant accepts tips 
and whether merchant may skip 
signature below a certain transaction 
amount.

(Select Settlement mode - varies by 
processor requirements.)

Set up auto-settlement time.

TSYS First Data
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Merchant Registration: Processor information
Add merchant processor information required fields:

EVO TSYS Vantiv Elavon First Data

MCC
MID
TID

MCC
Bank ID
Agent ID
Chain ID
Store ID

MID
TID

VNumber

MCC 
Vantiv Bank ID

MID
TID

MCC
Bank #

Vendor ID
MID
TID

MCC
Group ID

Rapid Connect 
Merchant #

Rapid Connect 
TID
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Merchant Registration: Terminal information
Add merchant terminal 
information.

The final step is to connect the MID 
and TID so that we can tie all 
merchant activity to a specific 
device serial number. 

You can add additional TIDs.

The Reseller has the option to 
specify the Poynt Serial # on this 
page. Once a serial # is entered, 
and the form submitted, the device 
is associated to that merchant 
account. 
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Merchant Registration: Submit for approval
Submit for approval.

Once the information has been filled out, click “Submit Merchant” to send to Poynt for verification. We’ll verify the 
merchant in our system and notify Reseller when they’re approved to activate the device. Once approved (Verified 
status), you’re ready to activate the Poynt terminal (next section).

Note: This may take 1-3 business days.



03 Device Activation
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Once the Merchant account information is submitted and verified in the Poynt system, you 
will need to activate their Poynt Smart Terminal to link it to their merchant account.  

Step 1: Power on and connect

Step 2: Activate and link device

Device Activation 
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Merchant Activation: Activate Poynt terminal
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2 Different Ways to Activate a merchant 
terminal before shipping

1. Preactivation: Once approved, and once the 
Reseller has allocated a specific device for 
the merchant, the serial number can be 
manually added if you have already set aside 
a device intended for the merchant.

2. QR Code Scan: Alternatively, you can also 
activate a terminal by clicking on and 
scanning the QR Code. (This option works 
best if the same team member is onboarding 
and activating the merchant’s terminal.)

For either method, you simply power on the device 
and add wifi (or connect to ethernet). Then if 
method #1, the device will activate or if method #2, 
you scan the QR code to activate. You can then log 
in using the default terminal login.

1 2
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Device Activation: Step 1a - Power and Connect
Power on the device.

Power on the device and 
follow the instructions 
on-screen to connect to a 
secure WiFi or Ethernet.

If you pre-associated a 
Poynt device Serial 
Number, then Activation 
will happen automatically. 

Note: The first time the device powers on, it 
may need to update software. It will do this 
automatically, and may take a few minutes. 
Allow the device to download, install, and 
reboot.
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Device Activation: Step 1b - QR Code Scan
After powering on and 
connecting to wifi/ethernet, if 
you did not onboard using 
method #1 (Serial Number 
pre-association), then, for 
method #2, click the link to 
Scan QR Code and follow the 
on-screen directions for 
Scanning QR Code.

 

The QR Code automatically associates the device to 
the MID/TID entered during onboarding.



Sign into device.

A default user has been created on the terminal for 
the merchant to use.

The username is Manager and the password is the 
last 4 digits of the business’s telephone number.

This information can also be found on the Manage 
Business page.
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Device Activation: Step 2



04 Device Testing & Shipment
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Before sending out the device, we recommend running a few test transactions. We 

suggest the following test flow to ensure everything is working like it should (merchant 

& customer screens and printer), before you send the terminal to your merchants!

Step 1: Audit box contents 

Step 2: Load receipt paper

Step 3: Test a few live transactions 

Device Testing
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Do a quick component check to ensure all content is in the box. It 
should include: 

1. Poynt Device
2. Charging Dock
3. Power cable
4. Power Adapter
5. 3 Rolls of Printer Paper
6. Quick Start Guide

44

Device Testing: Audit box contents



Step 1: Open the printer door on the front of the 
device by lifting up on the hatch. 

Step 2: Load a roll of printer paper from the box. 
Ensure the roll in oriented correctly (like this →)

Step 3: Pull a little slack, and close the printer 
door. Make sure it stays securely closed. 

Device Testing: Load receipt paper



1. Swipe/insert test card and confirm successful 
transaction

2. Enter tip or no tip if Tip-Enabled

3. Sign to test signature capture if applicable

4. Tap “Print Receipt” on customer facing screen:

5. NOTE: Review to ensure printer is working, and 
business information on the receipt is displayed 
clearly and correctly

46

Device Testing: Test live transaction
Run a transaction with a test card to ensure all terminal elements are working properly.  



Run a transaction with an NFC card or device: 

1. Hold the NFC card or device up to the 
customer facing screen, and ensure the 
transaction is successful

2. Enter tip or no tip if Tip-Enabled

3. Sign to test signature capture

4. Tap “Email Receipt” on customer facing 
screen and enter your email, to test the 
email receipt functionality 
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Device Testing: Test live transaction NFC



Once the device is ready to ship, you can upload the tracking info to your merchants Poynt account. Just go to 
Pending merchants list > click on the merchant account link > click link to Tracking Number, and enter the 
tracking number here.  The status will update to “Shipped.” 

Once the merchant runs their first transactions, the status on their account will automatically be updated to “Live.”

Track Shipping on Poynt.net
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05 Merchant On-Boarding
Once the merchant is registered and the device is activated, it’s time to get the 
merchants up and running. 

We know that agents are experts in the field, and that they know the processes 
that work best for them and their merchants. 

That said, the following are a few tools and resources to help get your 
merchants up to speed and transacting quickly and seamlessly. 
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After the merchant is registered on 
Poynt.net, the merchant is automatically 
emailed a Poynt.net web invitation email to 
create their login.

Creating their Poynt.net login will help 
merchants get started with their Poynt 
setup.  On Poynt.net HQ, merchants can:

- Review Business Settings 
(update/modify business information 
that will appear on the customer 
receipt)

- Upload custom merchant and 
customer screen background images

- Review helpful FAQs and videos on 
the Support > Help Center

Merchant Welcome Email: 
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When the merchant receives their Poynt 
Smart Terminal, since the terminal is 
pre-activated, they will only need to follow 
the few short steps:

1. Set on docking station and power on
2. Add Wifi
3. Log in as the default Terminal User

Merchant Terminal Login:
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07 Merchant Support
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Customer Support
01 Poynt Support Ecosystem 

02 Roles and Requirements

03 Common Support Scenarios

04 Triage and Escalation

05 Feedback Loop

06 FAQs
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Support: Support Ecosystem
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Support: Roles and Requirements

General Account and Support issues
Question on Contract

Hardware/Software instructions
Basic Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting Hardware/Software
Bug Identification and escalation

Feedback Collection

Intricate Troubleshooting: Hardware/Software
Bug logging

Feature request logging

ROLES REQS

Email and Phone support
6AM-6PM PT
Bug logging 
Debugging follow up (to merchant and ISO)

Email and Phone support
4AM-7PM PT
Remote diagnostic tools

Email and Phone support
Business hours (TBD by Reseller Partner)
TBD by Partner: On-site availability
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Support: Common Support Scenarios
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Support: Triage and Escalation
Product Education:

● Reseller can troubleshoot using training materials and self-service resources such as FAQs 

● Reseller may submit ideas for new content or submit new content for approval/publication on our customer service platform

Product Improvements:

● Reseller may log feature requests for future feature or functionality improvements

Product Troubleshooting:

● Step 1: Identify merchant issue as a problem and attempt to resolve

● Step 2: To escalate, collect as much merchant and transaction-specific information (eg merchant account name, terminal serial number, 

transaction ID, date/time of issue, screenshots/videos of issues, on-terminal error messages, bugreports)

● Step 3: Categorize issue and identify severity of issue

● Step 4: Contact Poynt support via phone or email

● Step 5: Poynt research and follow-up with Reseller with resolution steps
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Support: Escalation Tips
Categorizing Support Issues:

● Transaction processing problems:
a. Declines
b. Error reading card
c. Network connection
d. Duplicate transaction

● Printing problems:
a. Unable to print
b. Paper loading
c. Printer jams

● Terminal problems:
a. Unresponsive customer screen
b. Unresponsive merchant screen

● Other issues

General Product Help questions

Product Improvement Feedback
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Poynt Reseller Support Contact 
Information:

Phone: (855) 398-1250
Email: reseller@poynt.com


